Abstract: We consider piecewise monotone interval mappings which are topologically mixing and satisfy the Markov property. It has previously been shown that the invariant densities of the natural approximations converge exponentially fast in uniform pointwise topology to the invariant density of the given map provided it's derivative is piecewise Lipshitz continuous. In this paper we show that in general one does not obtain exponential convergence in the bounded variation norm. Here we prove that if the derivative of the interval map is H older continuous and its variation is well approximable ( -uniform variation for > 0), then the densities converge exponentially fast in the norm.
Introduction
The dynamics of (mixing) expanding piecewise monotone maps has been extensively studied, in particular the spectral properties of the associated transfer operators have been established by notably Hofbauer and Keller 2] 3]. On the Banach space of functions of bounded variations the transfer operator has a simple largest real eigenvalue whose eigenfunction is the density of the invariant measure. The remainder of the spectrum has then strictly smaller radius which in particular implies that the correlation functions decay exponentially fast. For a piecewise a ne map which satis es the Markov property the transfer operator can be written as a matrix, which makes is more practical to nd its invariant density 4]. It has been shown in 1] that the densities of a ne approximations of an expanding piecewise monotone map indeed converge exponetially fast pointwise uniformly to the actual density of the invariant measure if the map has (piecewise) Lipshitz continuous derivatives. In section 3 we provide an example which shows that under these conditions the convergence cannot in general expected to be exponential in the bounded variation norm. However, our main result, theorems 5 and 6, shows that the approximating densities convergence in the norm exponentially fast if one assumes that the variation of the map's Mathematics Department, University of Southern California, Los Angeles, 90089-1113. Email:<nhaydn@mtha.usc.edu>.
derivative can su ciently well be approximated by variations over partitions (the derivative has uniform variation|see below).
Let T be a piecewise C 1+ continuous map (that is its rst derivative is -H older continuous) of the unit interval 0; 1] to itself such that its restriction to the atoms of a nite partition A = f(a j?1 ; a j ) : j = 1; : : : Jg are monotone with H older continous derivative T 0 , where 0 = a 0 < a 1 < a 2 < < a J = 1.
We shall furthermore make the following assumptions:
(i) There exists a constant < 1 so that jT 0 j ?1 on every atom A 2 A. This implies that kL k c 1 k k for some constant c 1 .
2
For the transfer operator and its a ne approximations one can now deduce inequality (1) on the space UV for > 0 (an explicit proof can be found by picking one's way through the proof of theorem 6). It follows that the approximating densities h n in fact lie in UV for all > 0. The following theorem, which is proven in the following section, asserts that convergence of the approximating densities is in fact exponential in the spaces of -uniform variation.
Theorem 5 Let T be a transformation of the unit interval to itself so that jT 0 j 2 UV ( > 0). Then there exists a number 2 (0; 1) and a constant C 3 so that kh ? h n k C 3 n ;
for all n = 1; 2; : : :.
Theorem 6 Let T be a transformation of the interval which satis es the conditions (i){(iv) and let L be the associated transfer operator acting on the Banach space of functions of bounded variation. If we assume that T 0 has -uniform variation for some positive , then there exists a constant C 4 and a 2 (0; 1) so that kh ? h n k BV C 4 n 8 n. In particular var (h ? h n ) C 4 n , for all n.
The proof of these two theorems is the subject of the following section. 
for P 2 P, we can nally estimate as follows:
for some constants c 1 ; c 2 . In the last two inequalities we used that with some constant c 3 (observe that log jT 0 j 2 UV ) Lemma 8 For every # 0 > # there exists a constant C 6 so that for all k < n:
Proof. Given # 0 > # then for any # 00 2 (#; # 0 ) we can nd c 1 so that 1 j(T k ) 0 j c 1 # 00k for all k. Since T k is one-to-one on the atoms of A k we conclude that diam A k c 1 # 00k for all k. Now let k < n and observe that '(x) ='(x) on the endpoints x of atoms in A n?k . Therefore, by the mean value theorem, Proof of theorem 5. We have to show that there exists a constant < 1 so that the conditional variation Var(h?h n ; P) c 1 n (diam P) for all partitions P of 0; 1] and some constant c 1 . Assume k < n and given an inverse branch ' 2 S k let, as above,' be the associated inverse branch of T k n which has the same range A ' = A' 2 A k . Let P be a partition of the unit interval. Then, for any k,
where S k are the inverse branches of T k and their ranges are the atoms of A k .
Let us now estimate the four parts separately. The rst term can be bounded as follows:
where c 2 U (h) + U (h n ),' 0 ='T k is a homeo from T k A ' to itself, and # 0 2 (#; 1) (k large enough). We used that diam T ?k P k diam P and diam T ?k n P k diam P. where we have used that T k A ' = 0; 1] (mixing property) for all inverse branches ' 2 S k , and sup A' j1=(T k n ) 0 j c 4 =j(T k n ) 0 (y)j for some constant c 4 and any y which we choose to be equal to'x. Hence II c 5 n (diam P) for some c 5 .
Next we estimate the third term as follows
where the rst term in the sum was estimated in lemma 8. We thus obtain with lemma 7(I) (applied to the map T n instead of T) While in the rst three expressions we obtain exponential contraction even if = 0, in the last term the assumption that jT 0 j has uniform variation is essential even in the bounded variation (BV-norm) case (see theorem 6). We have
We estimate the term with the variation as follows: ? log jT 0 n j; T`? k n P Proof of theorem 6. We have to show that var(h?h n ) c 1 n for some < 1 and some constant c 1 . As before S k denote the inverse branches of T k , and if ' 2 S k then we denote the corresponding inverse branch of T k n by' of T k n . We proceed as in the proof of theorem 5 and obtain for any k < n:
Again we proceed to estimate the terms one by one, where the rst three terms are essentially estimated by putting = 0. The rst term:
The second term is estimated as (using lemma 7(II)):
Using lemma 8, the third term becomes
var A' h n + jh n j 1 var A' 1 j(T k n ) 0 j nC 6 # 0n?k ? # 0k var h n + jh n j 1 C 5 c 5 jh n j 1 nc 6 # 0n?k ; for some constants c 5 ; c 6 , where we used lemma 7(II).
For the fourth term we have to use that jT 0 j has uniform variation. As before
var T`A' log jT 0 j jT 0 n'`j with some c 7 , where'`= Tǹ'T k?`. In order to estimate the variation term inside the sum for a given value of`, consider on T`A ' the partition Q`induced by T`A n . Notice that jT 0 n j and jT 0 n'`j are both constant on the atoms of Q`. In every atom Q 2 Q`there is (by the mean value theorem) a point y Q so that so that jT 0 (y Q )j = jT 0 n j Q j. The points fy Q : Q 2 Q`g form a partition of T`A ' which we shall call R`. As log jT 0 j has -uniform variation, one obtains: var T`A' log jT 0 j jT 0 n'`j = Var T`A' (log jT 0 j; R`) U (log jT 0 j) (diam R`) :
we deduce that
and, with some c 9 :
IV c 8 k?1 X =0 # 0k?` (n?`) kc 9 n?k ;
where max(# 0 ; ), < 1. Finally with a suitable choice for k, say k = n=2, we get that var(h ? h n ; P) I + II + III + IV c 11 ? # 0k + k + n# 0n?k + k k c 1 n ; for all n and for some < 1. 2 
Example
In this section we present a map T of the unit interval to itself which is piecewise C
1+L
and for which var (h ?h nj ) converges subexponentially fast to zero as the sequence n j goes to in nity. As before h n are the densities for the n-th natural a ne approximation T n of T.
As in the proof of theorem 6 let us consider (for a suitable sequence of n-values)
where as above I +II +III c 1 (# k + n +n# n?k ) for k < n, where the numbers #; < 1 are as above. We shall now construct T so that the fourth term IV can be estimated from below (polynomially in log n j ). We shall proceed in four steps. We shall construct the map (i); then estimate the conditional variation log T 0 from below for a certain partition (ii) and from above for some ner partitions (iii); and nally we shall obtain lower bounds on the variation var (h ? h n ) (iv). ) ?1 will be a lower respectively upper bound for the contraction rates for the inverse branches of the maps V j and T. Choose 
(iv) Let us now complete the estimate of the variation in our example. As above, let A ' 2 A k be the ranges of the inverse branches ' 2 S k of T k , and consider on T`A ' the partition Q`induced by T`A n . (As above, jT 0 n j and jT 0 n'`j are both constant on the atoms of Q`.) In every atom Q 2 Q`there is (by the mean value theorem) a point y Q so that jT 0 (y Q )j = jT 0 n j Q j. The points fy Q : Q 2 Q`g form a partition of T`A ' which we shall call R`. One Therefore, if we use the estimates (4) and (7) which we deduced above, we obtain: 
